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Warren County, Kentucky is located south of the southern boundary of the Rough
Creek Graben marked by the Pennyrile fault system. The Pennyrile fault system is a
regional southwest-northeast trending fault system that extends into Kentucky from the
Reelfoot rift zone. The Rough Creek fault system bounds the northern arm of the Rough
Creek Graben and trends northwest-southeast also extending from the Reelfoot rift zone.
The Rough Creek fault system is related to the Shawneetown fault system in southeastern
Illinois and occupies the southern end of the Illinois Basin. The East Continent Rift Basin
intersects the Rough Creek Graben near its Eastern terminus and is parallel and west of
the Grenville front.
The structure under investigation in this paper was discovered west of the town of
Woodburn, Kentucky. In 1992, West Bay Exploration Company of Michigan conducted a
seismic survey of the Woodburn area and produced a series of two-dimensional profiles
of the subsurface extending down to the Precambrian basement. Analysis of these
profiles revealed a number of 'pop-ups' or possible wrench-related structures that can be
traced upward through faulting from the Precambrian basement through the Knox Group
and into the Mississippian section.
Recent analysis of well log, seismic, and Radar images indicate extensive faulting in
the Woodburn area indicative of wrench-fault related activity. A convincing surface
expression of the deeper structure can be discerned from Radar imaging, aeromagnetic,
and topographic maps of the region. An anomalous concentration of sinkholes is also
visible from topographic maps and is aligned parallel to the curvature of the wrench
structure on its western, southern, and eastern flanks.
Wrench faults and associated structures are known to be productive traps for petroleum.
West Bay Exploration Company of Traverse City Michigan drilled the subject structure
in 1993 but the borehole test proved negative. Nonetheless, a detailed analysis of the
subsurface using GIS and related software should aid in developing a prospecting tool for
exploration geologists and aid in understanding the characteristic geologic sections of the
Rough Creek Graben.
1. INTRODUCTION and THESIS STATEMENT
Petroleum exploration and production in Kentucky has from time to time caused a
significant socioeconomic impact, especially in rural communities, beginning with vast
discoveries in the 1920's and continued minor discoveries through recent years. Early
wildcatters of the era performed little in the way of direct geological investigations to
determine subsurface structures and simply drilled in hopes of discovering an oil or gas
pool. Recent technologies allow a broader understanding of subsurface geology in this
area and are fundamental to the exploration, discovery, and production of deeper horizons
containing oil and gas.
The sedimentary cover rocks in Kentucky have been subjected to past regional
tectonic stresses, forming faults, folds and structures (figure 1) that evolved into traps for
oil and gas (Potter et al. 1997). In particular, fault systems affecting these structures were
reactivated in several episodes through geologic time resulting in a complex sequence of
events, that to date has not been completely understood. Faulting in Western Kentucky
most likely began with wrench faulting in the late Precambrian time with subsequent
Proterozoic normal, reversed, and possible episodic wrench fault reactivation in the post-
Pennsylvanian and Cretaceous Periods (Bertagne and Leising 1990).
The Rough Creek Graben (RCG in figure 2) is a first-order structure that extends
approximately 100 miles across Western Kentucky to its eastern terminus near Hart
County, Kentucky. Essentially, the Rough Creek Graben is an early Paleozoic rift graben
that formed an east-trending extension of the Reelfoot (New Madrid) rift system beneath
the Mississippi River embayment and occupies the southern part of the Illinois Basin in
Kentucky and southeastern Illinois (Potter et al. 1997; Nelson 1998). The East Continent
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Figurel. Fault Systems of Kentucky. Data Source: KGS 2006, ESRI 2006.
Rift Basin (ECRB) is a regional feature that extends from Northwestern Ohio, westward
across Indiana and south through central Kentucky. Gravity, magnetic, and seismic
surveys have been used to interpret the ECRB as an extension of the middle Proterozoic
(Keweenawan) Midcontinent Rift System (Drahovzal et al. 1992). The RCG and the
ECRB may have a combined structural influence on the rocks in and around Warren
County, Kentucky.
Similar structural phenomena, sometimes much larger in size, are found in many areas
of the world where wrench faulting occurs on a regional scale, especially near active
plate margins or failed rift zones (Harding 1990; Thomas 1974; Tearpock and Bischke
2003). The term 'wrench fault' adopted from Kennedy (1946) and Anderson (1951) des-
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Figure 2. Rift Basins of the Eastern United States. Modified After Drahovzal 2000.
one block to the other is horizontal. The term is translated from the German "blatt,"
originally used by Suess (1885), and is synonymous with strike-slip, and transcurrent
faults (Moody and Hill 1956). The term 'flower structure' (Harding 1985) (Figure 3)
describes a characteristic pattern of an upward, spreading fault zone with indications of a
detached block of rock in-between the faults (Harding 1990). Flower structures can

















Modified After Hopkins 1973
Figure 3. Seismic Profile from the Aruba Gap Abyssal Plain, Columbian Basin.
Modified After Hopkins 1973.
The eastern mid-continent has undergone several episodes of compressional and
extensional tectonics (Drahovzal 2000) resulting in rift boundaries marked by
extensional faults. The result of compression and extension along rift boundaries could
include wrench structures that often form between two subparallel master faults (Uemura
and Mizutani, 1984). Two opposing forces can create a stress field with a series of faults
that culminate in one or more wrench structures, typically having faults that spread
upward and outward similar to the shape of a flower. Compressional force couples
produce positive flower structures, or rock that has "popped up," while extensional forces
produce negative flower structures or rock that has dropped down (Harding 1985).
Harding (1990) described excellent examples of positive flower structures from
seismic profiles of the Aruba Gap Abyssal Plain in the Columbian Basin, the Ardmore
Basin of Oklahoma (Harding and Lowell 1979), and the Los Angeles Basin of California
(Harding 1973; Sylvester and Smith 1976). Wrench style examples have been described
by McClay and Bonora (2001) from the Echo Hills in southeastern Nevada, the Owl
Creek Mountains in Central Wyoming (Stone 1970), the Quealy Dome in Wyoming
(Stone 1995) and the Dasht-eBayaz fractures in Iran (Tchalenko and Ambrasays 1970).
Although intraplate regions tend not to exhibit wrench-style tectonics, the Cottage
Grove fault zone in southern Illinois and the Rough Creek fault zone in western Kentucky
contain several locations that exhibit compressive features associated with wrench faults
that can have different orientations and associated structures (Bertagne and Leising 1990;
Kolata and Nelson 1997; Wilcox et al. 1973). Wrench-like structures have previously
been observed along the Rough Creek Graben boundaries (Bertagne et al. 1986). The
degree and timing of this type of faulting could possibly indicate post-Pennsylvanian
wrench faulting (ibid).
The geologic structure under investigation was discovered in the southwestern part of
Warren County, Kentucky west of the town of Woodburn (figure 4). The West Bay
Exploration Company based in Traverse City, Michigan, conducted a seismic survey of
the Woodburn area in 1992 producing a series of two-dimensional profiles of the
subsurface. Analysis of these profiles revealed a number of 'pop-ups' or possibly
wrench-faults that can be traced stratigraphically downward through the Knox Group and
into Precambrian basement rocks along one or two main faults. The two opposing forces
that create a wrench fault can produce a series of thrust faults that spread upward and
outward in a circular configuration similar to the petals of a flower (Harding and Lowell
1979). It is the purpose of this investigation to analyze and describe these structural
anomalies using a portion of the most recent technical data sources and mapping
programs. This endeavor will not only contribute to the geological understanding of the
areas subsurface geology but also aid in the further economic development of Kentucky.
Evidence for wrench faulting in an area must include restraining and releasing bends
(Crowell 1974). Restraining and releasing bends are formed because most of the known
wrench faults of the world are not perfectly straight, but include small to large en-
echelon offsets called 'stepovers' or bends in strike-slip fault surfaces (Aydin and Nur
1985). Slippage along a strike slip fault system that moves material away from the step-
over or bend in a fault surface results in extension and releasing bends. When slippage
moves material into the stepover in the fault surface, the result is restraining and releasing
bends (Crowell ibid; McClay and Bonora 2001).
The main purpose of West Bay Exploration Company's investigation was to find
suitable areas to drill for oil and gas. Warren and the surrounding counties in south
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ROADS IN WARREN COUNTY
Figure 4. Primary and Secondary Roads in Warren County, Kentucky. Data Source: ESRl 2006; KGS 2006.
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central Kentucky has a long history of oil and gas production since the 1920s (Smith and
Palmer 1974). West Bay performed a borehole test of this structure in 1993, but the
results were negative. West Bay Exploration Company donated its seismic data from the
project area to the Department of Geography and Geology at Western Kentucky
University. The seismic profiles are a wealth of technical data ordinarily too expensive to
obtain for a project of this size. The seismic profiles, well logs, and Shuttle RADAR
Tomography Mission (SRTM) images are the main sources of data used in this project.
These data sources will be examined, analyzed and compiled into distinct databases and
assembled into different mapping formats for a complete determination regarding the
hypothesis that undiscovered structural anomalies related to faulting exist in southwestern
Warren County, Kentucky.
2. GEOLOGIC SETTING
Regionally, the study area is located on the western flank of the Cincinnati Arch
(Drahovzal 1996) (figure 5) and the southern part of the Illinois Basin. Locally, it is
located approximately 20 miles south of the eastern terminus of the Rough Creek Graben.
The Rough Creek Graben is bounded by the northwest-southeast trending Rough Creek
Fault System to the north, and the southwest-northeast trending Pennyrile fault system
about 60 miles to the south (Lumm and Stearns 1989). The Rough Creek Fault System
extends west into the Shawneetown fault system in southeastern Dlinois and occupies the
southern end of the Illinois Basin (figure 5).
The Pennyrile fault system has undergone repeated displacements from Cambrian
through post-Pennsylvanian time (Lumm et al. 1991). There is also an east-west trending
unnamed fault system south of the Pennyrile Fault system that terminates on the
boundary of the Logan, Warren and Butler County junction (Kolata and Nelson 1991).
2.1 Evolution of the Illinois Basin
By late Cambrian time, the major rift extension, contraction and faulting that began in
the Precambrian gradually ceased. The Reelfoot Rift basin changed to a broad slowly
subsiding cratonic embayment. An inland sea flooded the region and deposited sequential
sands that would later become the Mount Simon, LaMotte, and Reagan sandstones. The
proto-Illinois Basin slowly began to develop as a cratonic embayment over the northern
section of the rift system (Kolata and Nelson 1991).
The Knox Group was deposited during late Cambrian through early Ordovician time
reaching 8200 feet in the center of the Illinois Basin (Kolata and Nelson 1991). In
southwestern Warren County, deposition of Knox Group rocks is estimated to be from
2900 to 4100 feet in thickness (Shaver 1984).
11
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Figure 5. Structural Basin Map of the Eastern Central United States. Modified after Drahovzal 2000.
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The Reelfoot Rift/Rough Creek Graben continued to receive marine sediments during
early Ordovician time. Conodont studies (Norby et al. 1986) indicated a continuous
stratigraphic record between the Sauk and Tippecanoe sequences (Kolata and Nelson
1991). Thermal subsidence during and after rifting during this time is most likely the
cause of rapid subsidence resulting in an even deeper basin (Heidlauf et al. 1986; Klein
and Hsui 1987; Treworgy et al. 1989; Kolata and Nelson ibid).
From middle Ordovician to mid-Mississippian time, tectonic subsidence rates were on
the average of 50 feet / m.y. Tectonic subsidence was driven by an isostatically uncomp-
pensated mass beneath the rift (Braile et al. 1986; Kolata and Nelson 1991). When the rift
formed, crustal extension was accompanied by a rise in the asthenophere and molten
material intruded into weakened lower crust along the rift. When the magma solidified, it
formed an isostatically uncompensated mass in the lower crust (DeRito et al.1983). The
mass was mostly supported by the lithosphere resulting in slow subsidence rates (Kolata
and Nelson ibid.).
Beginning in late Mississippian time, compression deformation of the proto-Hlinois
Basin corresponded to the Ouachita and AUeghenian orogenies. The assembly of Pangaea
resulted in northerly and northwesterly-directed convergences (Kolata and Nelson 1991).
The normally south-dipping listric normal faults of the Rough Creek-Shawneetown fault
system underwent reverse movement and the south side of the Reelfoot Rift-Rough Creek
Graben was raised acting as a hinge (ibid).
Increased basin subsidence can be attributed to large-scale compression and the
isostatically uncompensated excess mass beneath the rift. The compressive stress caused
a decrease in the effective viscosity of the lithosphere, allowing the excess mass to sink at
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an increased rate (Kolata and Nelson 1991). The excess mass is characterized by a
positive linear Bouguer gravity anomaly (DeRito et al.1983).
An episode of extension occurred in the Illinois Basin after the early Permian. The
extension could be due to the breakup of Pangaea during the late Triassic to early Jurassic
time. A lack of 200 million years of the post-Permian stratigraphic record makes exact
determination imprecise. The extension period caused the crustal block bounded by the
Rough Creek-Shawneetown Fault System (RCSFS) to drop back 3300 feet to near its
approximated pre-Pennsylvanian position. Dragging and wedging along the fault zone
left slices of older rocks uplifted within the fault zone (Kolata and Nelson 1991).
Faults that were reactivated along the Rough Creek Graben led to the formation of the
east-west to northeast-northwest striking normal faults of the Pennyrile fault zone
(Nelson and Lumm 1987; Nelson 1991; Weibel et al. 1993; Kolata and Nelson 1991).
The Pascola Arch was uplifted between Late Pennsylvanian and late Cretaceous time.
The process structurally closed the proto-Illinois Basin on the southwest side forming the
present basin geometry. The arch strikes to the northeast-southwest and the crest is
situated in northwestern Tennessee and southeastern Missouri. Cambrian strata are
unconformably overlain by late Cretaceous sedimentary rocks (Grohskopf 1955) with
wide concentric patterns of Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian strata dipping regionally
away from the arch (Kolata and Nelson 1991). The age and cause for the uplift are not
completely understood because of the absence of late Pennsylvanian to late Cretaceous
stratigraphy. The uplift could have occurred after the early Permian due to the
preservation of early Permian carbonates and siliciclastics along the RCSFS (ibid), Thus
suggesting an open-marine environment instead of a shallow, restricted terrestrial
environment expected along the flanks of an arch undergoing uplift (ibid). The Pascola
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Arch was truncated by erosion during the late Cretaceous and was accompanied by
downwarping of Paleozoic rocks within the rift (Ervin and McGinnis 1975). A major
marine transgression was accompanied by the deposition of sands, silts, and clays in the
Mississippi Embayment. A series of transgressive-regressive cycles continued into
middle Eocene time and deposited thick sequences of marine and nonmarine sediments
(Mckeown and Pakiser 1982). Subsidence slowed considerably by the end of the Eocene
around the northern part of the embayment, and coarse fluvial gravels covered the area
during the Pliocene (Kolata and Nelson ibid).
Currently, the most important post-Paleozoic event in the Illinois Basin is the change
from extension to horizontal contraction. The westward drift of the North American plate
away from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and subduction with transform motion along the
Pacific Coast is causing a northeast-southwest horizontal compression (Irving 1977;
Zoback 1992; Kolata and Nelson 1991).
2.2 The Rough Creek Graben
Essentially, the Reelfoot-Rough Creek Graben (RRCG) is one of several failed rifts
or aulacogens that formed along the eastern and southern margins of the North American
craton during the breakup of the Pangea super-continent beginning in the late Triassic
(Braile et al.1986; Thomas 1989; Kolata and Nelson 1991). The RRCG forms an east-
west trending dogleg extension of the Reelfoot Rift System beneath the Mississippi
Embayment and occupies the southern part of the Illinois Basin in Kentucky and
southeastern Illinois (Kolata and Nelson 1992). The rift and graben are known from
seismic reflection data (Howe and Thompson 1984; Howe 1985; Bertagne and Leising
1990; Nelson and Zhang 1991; Goetz et al. 1992; Potter et al. 1992; Drahovzal 1997;
Lewis 1994.). Gravity and magnetic data supporting the rift and graben are known from
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Cordell 1977; Hildenbrand et al. 1977; Keller et al. 1983; Kane et al. 1981; Braile et al.
1982; Soderberg and Keller 1981; Hildenbrand et al. 1982; and Hildenbrand 1985.
The RRCG is an asymmetric basin containing estimates of sediments accumulated
over time to 23,000 feet below sea level in Webster County, Kentucky (Bertagne and
Leising 1990). Estimates of sedimentary fill of more than 26,247 feet have been noted in
McClean County in Western Kentucky (Goetz et al. 1992). Displacement on the northern
boundary can be as high as 8,000 feet near Paducah and roughly 5,000 feet on the
southern boundary (Bertagne and Leising ibid). The RRCG is shown as an idealized












Figure 6. Sediment Fill in the Rough Creek Graben. Source: (Wheeler et al. 1997).
The Reelfoot-Rough Creek rift is most likely composed of several paired half-grabens
connected by "accomodation zones" similar to the modern East African rift zone (Kolata
and Nelson 1991). It was formed at the close of the Paleozoic Era when the basin areas to
the north and south were down-warped with the southern boundary acting as a hinge line
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(Bertagne and Leising 1990). The RRCG and the Illinois Basin are situated within the
Eastern Granite Rhyolite Province, which is an anorogenic basement complex extending
from eastern Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas through Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio (Zeitz et
al. 1966; Bickford et al. 1986). The region's granitic rocks formed approximately 1500 to
1420 Ma (Bickford et al. ibid).
Seismic reflection and aeromagnetic data indicate that a major Proterozic crustal
boundary occupies the region beneath the granitic rocks in the southern part of the Illinois
Basin (Heigold and Kolata 1993). To the east of the RRCG, the Rome Trough extends
into eastern Kentucky and northeastward across West Virginia and into the Olin Basin of
Pennsylvania and terminating in southern New York (Drahovzal 2000). The RRCG
bisects the East Continent Rift Basin (ECRB), which is one of a series of Precambrian
MesoProterozoic rift basins in eastern North America (ibid), (see figure 2). The majority
of the ECRB is situated north of the RRCG with a southern section extending south into
Tennessee. The structural orientation of the ECRB south of the RRCG may have a role in
the development of transform and subsequent wrenching in Warren and surrounding
counties in Kentucky.
The Pennyrile Fault Zone (figure 7) extends into northern Warren County parallel to its
northern border. Southern Warren County to date has had no research involving fault
locations or structural analysis. Petroleum exploration and drilling in the county has
provided significant amounts of well-log data, which are available from the Kentucky
Geological Survey and are shown in figure 8 for Warren County. Well-log data,
particularly of key marker horizons such as the Chattanooga Shale, allow the production
and analysis of structural maps for the area.
2.3 Stratigraphy of the Study Area
The study area in Warren County, Kentucky, has outcropping St. Louis, and Ste
Genevieve limestones (Mississippian) that form a karst plain with many sinkholes and
caves (figure 9). Below the Mississippian rocks lie approximately 8000 feet of
sedimentary strata that extend down through Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician, and
Cambrian sedimentary sequences (figure 10) with regional dip to the northwest at appro-
Faun Systems In Warren County. Kentucky
Figure 7. Fault Systems in Warren County, Kentucky. Source: KGS 2006, ESRI 2006.
ximately one degree. The basement rock is the Precambrian Grenville metamorphic
terrain, which is a remnant of the Precambrian Grenville Orogeny (Drahovzal and Harris
1999). Inside the Rough Creek Graben there have been estimates of up to 18,000 feet of
sediment accumulation in McLean County (Goetz et al. 1992).
• OIL AND GAS WELLS IN WARREN COUNTY
Figure 8. Oil and Gas Wells in Warren County, Kentucky. Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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Figure 10. Generalized Stratigraphic Column of the Illinois Basin.
Source: The Illinois State Geological Survey 2006.
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2.3.1 Mississippian
The Mammoth Cave Group comprises the Fort Payne Formation (oldest) Warsaw
Limestone, Salem Limestone and the Ste. Genevieve Limestone. The Warsaw is a unit of
intercalated gray calcareous shale with oolitic and skeletal limestone (Nelson 1998).
2.3.2 Devonian
The important horizon of the Devonian in this area is the New Albany Shale, also
called, among other names, the Chattanooga Shale. The Chattanooga is part of the body
of upper Devonian black shale that covers much of the North American craton (Nelson
1998). It includes Givetian (middle Devonian) beds at the base and Kinderhookian (lower
Mississippian) beds at the top. In the southern part of Warren County, the Chattanooga
Shale has thickness averaging 60 feet (The KGS 2006), and becomes thicker west of this
location (Cluff el al. 1981). Changing thickness of the Chattanooga Shale from east to
west indicates that the northern Rough Creek and southern Pennyrile graben boundary
faults underwent normal displacements concurrent with sedimentation or syndeposition
(North 1969). The unit is comprised of dark-gray to black, fissile, phosphatic, organic
rich and interbedded with mottled, greenish to olive gray shales. Some fish remains,
brachiopods, conodonts, and trace fossils are found in the Chattanooga (Nelson ibid). The
lithologic characteristics of the Chattanooga indicate that deposition likely occurred in
quiet water under dysaerobic to anaerobic conditions (Cluff et al. ibid).
2.3.3 Silurian
Silurian strata contain the Sexton Creek limestone in the lower Silurian. This unit
consists of cherty, dense, micritic, wavy-bedded limestone that ranges from 15 to 125 feet
in thickness (Willman et al. 1975). The Bainbridge formation overlies the Sexton Creek
23
and is divided into the older St. Clair limestone member and the younger Moccasin
Springs member (Nelson et al. 1995).
2.3.4 Ordovician
The Knox Group is a thick succession of cherty and sandy dolostone that ranges in age
from late Cambrian to early Ordovician (Nelson 1998). Some units within the Knox
Group, such as the Davis Formation, provide strong velocity contrasts producing good
seismic reflections and are a key unit in interpreting seismic profiles (Heigold and Oltz
1991). The Knox Group ranges in thickness from less than 2000 feet near Paducah to
more than 8000 feet to the southeast (Sargent 1991), indicating that the Reelfoot Rift and
the Rough Creek Graben were rapidly subsiding during sedimentation (Nelson ibid). In
the area of Warren County, the Knox Group averages 1100 feet in thickness (The KGS
2006).
2.3.5 Cambrian
The Sauk Sequence contains rocks of Cambrian and lower Ordovician age (Sloss et al
1949; Sloss 1963). These strata probably represent sediments that infilled the Reelfoot
Rift and the Rough Creek Graben (Nelson 1998). Outside of the Rough Creek Graben
and below the Sauk Sequence is a transgressive sandstone called the Mount Simon
Sandstone that averages 500 feet in thickness in the east to 3000 feet in thickness near
Paducah in the west (Sargent 1991).
2.4 Karst Features
Surface rocks in southern Warren County mainly comprise the Mississippian Ste.
Genevieve Limestone and the underlying St Louis Limestone. Karst features are
abundant in the study area, and are part of a larger karst region (the Pennyroyal Plain)
extending from Indiana southward through middle Tennessee. Doline concentrations in
iii
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Figure 11. Surface Features West of Woodburn, Kentucky. Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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the Woodburn, Kentucky area have a characteristic curvilinear shape that partially
outlines the structure under investigation in this study (figure 11). The trend of dolines
nearly circumscribes the area, with the heaviest concentrations located on the southern
half of the visible circular shape. Surface drainage occurs in a radial pattern down the
flanks of the structure, possibly resulting in accelerated doline development along the
margins. This is a situation that could be related to surface lineaments or fractures caused
by deep-seated fault movement.
The relation between dolines and linear surface features such as joints, fracture zones,
or faults in limestone has been recognized previously by comparing USGS quadrangle
maps, aerial photographs, and Landsat images (Littlefield et al. 1984). A lineament is a
mappable, simple or composite linear feature, which is aligned in a rectilinear or slightly
curvilinear pattern and is distinctly different from patterns of adjacent features (O'Leary
et al. 1976). These surface lineaments often have a high degree of correlation to
subsurface structures. Dolines will occur where vertical permeability is highest,
especially where large-scale lineaments include a high density of fracture traces. The
intersections of fracture traces are the most probable locations for sinks to develop
(Lattman and Parizek 1964). In a karst region, dolines will also develop in other probable
situations over geologic time. Typically, these areas will include off-lineament fracture
traces and unfractured rock in a characteristic carbonate platform subject to karstification
(Littlefield et al. ibid).
3. WRENCH FAULT MECHANICS
3.1 Theory
The state of stress on a point within the Earth's crust can best be expressed in terms of
a set of three mutually perpendicular stress axes (Anderson 1951). If a homogeneous,
isotropic material is under pressure, then the maximum compressive stress can be
represented in a given direction Y (figure 12). The minimum stress direction is then at
right angles to the maximum stress direction Z. The third rectangular axis coincides with
the direction of intermediate stress X. When the three stress axes are unequal in
magnitude, they describe the stress ellipsoid (Moody and Hill 1956). If a rigid material
under stress reacts elastically rather than plastically beyond its strength, rupture will
occur. The resulting planes of maximum shearing stress are parallel to the intermediate
stress axis and occur at 45° on either side of the maximum compressive stress, which is
called, P the angle of shear in (figure 13). The angle of internal friction is a controlling
parameter for the angle of |3 and separates the deviation in direction between actual strain
and theoretical strain (ibid). The value of |3 will vary when stress is applied to different
materials, but the average angle between the compressive force and the shear fractures is
approximately 30°, where the ratio of shear stress to normal stress on the plane is at a
maximum (Hubbert 1951; Billings 1972; Tchalenko 1970).
The two first-order shears occur as a conjugate pair at (3=30° on either side of Y The
maximum congressional stress for forming thrust and wrench faults is oriented in the
horizontal plane. Rocks under tangential compression can result in either thrust or wrench
fault surfaces depending on the orientation of the minimum stress (figure 14). The















Modified After Moody and Hill (1956)
Figure 12. The Stress Ellipsoid Axes.
Source: Moody and Hill 1956.
at shallow depths, approximately 2500 feet where the weight of overburden is relatively
small (Moody and Hill 1956).
McKinstry (1953) developed the theory that secondary strain features resulted in
second-order shears. The inertial and frictional forces involved during movement on a
shear plane can result in a local reorientation of the compressional stresses, which could
account for second-order shears. Another mechanism causing reoriented stresses adjacent






X = Direction of Minimum Stress
Y = Direction of Maximum Stress
Mottled After Moody and Hill (1956)
Figure 13. Directions of Shear in a Homogeneous Material.
Source: Moody and Hill 1956.
are subjected to continued compression (Moody and Hill 1956). One or a combination of
mechanisms can result in locally reoriented compressional forces, which generate new
strain directions called second-order shears (figure 15). The vector AB indicates the
maximum principal stress. The vectors CD are second-order shears resulting from one or
a combination of shear stress mechanisms. Strains caused by the stresses associated with
the direction CD can be second-order right and left-lateral offsets occurring as conjugate
x >»-
x > Stress Y > Stress Z
Thrust Faults
Stress Z > Stress Y> Stress x
Normal Faults
Modified Aftm EM Anderson (1951)
Stress X > Stress Z > Stress Y
Wrench Faults
Figure 14. Fault Orientations Determined from Compression.
Source: Anderson 1951.
pair around CD at the angle (3. Second-order dragfolds and thrust faults will be oriented
at nearly right angles to CD possibly forming an acute angle y with the main shear zone.
Similar second order shears can develop with corresponding orientations in a mirror
image to the shears while third-order shears can be developed around each of the second-
order shears. Thus, a single primary stress orientation (AB) can develop two first-order
shear directions, four second-order shear directions and eight third-order shear directions.
Second-order shears and drag folds are products of stress reorientation in one fault block
or a block between two parallel faults and may have no counterpart in adjacent blocks.
Parallel second-order strains can exist in adjacent blocks but cannot be continuous across
the primary faults (ibid). From the principles presented and values assigned to the three
critical angles a, P, and y, a complete tectonic system can be developed. If the values 0°,
30°, and 15° are assigned to a, P, and y, respectively, the resulting tectonic orientations
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Figure 15. Wrench System Resulting from North-South Simple Compression.
Source: Moody and Hill 1956.
The hypothetical wrench fault system shows first, second, and third order wrench
faults with their corresponding drag folds. The assumption is that the right lateral wrench
developed first but the left lateral also could be the primary fracture. A complete geo-
metric system of strain can be developed from a single primary compressive stress orien-
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Table 1. Theoretical Wrench and Thrust Fault Directions.











































tation. A different geometric system could result if y varied considerably from 15°
(Moody and Hill 1956).
The calculated values given in figure 15 are hypothetical and deviations from this
ideal system can result from the following:
1) The system results from constant horizontal stress in one direction. Variable stresses
acting in two horizontal and one vertical direction can also occur in the general case
(Hafner 1951). The result from these types of stresses could be minor curvatures on
the idealized surfaces depending on the orientation of the stress ellipsoid, which can
vary (Moody and Hill 1956).
2) Crustal horizons can exhibit a wide range of inhomogeneity and anisotropy.
3) The orientation of the stress ellipsoid with respect to the vertical and the values a, (3,
and y, could vary horizontally and vertically.
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4) Non-elastic deformation can exist in crustal horizons where stresses are continuous
over long periods. Non-elastic properties can contribute extensively to deviations
from ideal vertical-shear surfaces (Anderson 1951).
5) The system is further complicated since normal and thrust faults are also shears, so
the same analysis must be valid. Figures 13 and 15 can be regarded as vertical
sections of normal or thrust faults, while second and third order strains can also
be expected to occur in association with these types (Moody and Hill 1956).
6) In massive orogenic regions, deformation can alter the original dips and strikes of fault
surfaces.
Horizontal shear couples depicted as parallel movement in the Earth's crust can form
wrench faults with compressional and tensional stresses reflected in the overlying
sediments. With continuous strain the shear angle (3 (see figure 13) will increase the
simple shear. If the basement blocks do not move exactly parallel with the wrench fault,
the compressional and tensional stresses enhance the wrench zone (Wilcox et al. 1973).
Normally, initial crustal deformations are plastic and involve folding followed by a
combination of plastic distortion and fracturing. Displacement along the wrench zone
increases as deformation continues. The last stage of wrenching occurs along a few
closely spaced faults or along one main wrench fault and later deformations within each
fault block generally independent of each other (Wilcox et al. 1973).
Other en echelon stress ellipses and associated structures can be repeated along the
wrench zone and are an important diagnostic feature of wrench zones. En echelon is a
term depicting the arrangement of structures in a linear zone where individual folds or
faults of the same type are parallel with each other and inclined equally to the strike of
the zone.
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The spacing of folds and faults within each wrench zone is determined by various
characteristics of each zone.
The direction of fault displacement can be determined by assuming that the block
toward the observer is fixed, while the block across the wrench fault from the observer
moves right or left (Wilcox et al. 1973), giving shears a dextral or sinistral sense of
offset.
There are also patterns of wrench faulting containing key structural elements that are
repeated within a wrench zone. If one or more structures of the pattern are present, then
the process of recognizing structural style and associated structures becomes easier
(Wilcox et al. 1973). The template in figure 16 can be used to aid in the prediction of
these types of structures in a given horizontal stress field.
3.2 Styles of Wrenching
Simple parallel wrenching occurs when crustal blocks move parallel with the wrench
zone. Convergent wrenching occurs when crustal blocks move obliquely toward the
wrench zone. Divergent wrenching occurs when the blocks move obliquely away from
the wrench zone. The three general styles can develop on local and regional scales
(Wilcox et al. 1973).
Basic wrench-tectonic patterns include en echelon folds inclined at a low angle to the
wrench zone, en echelon conjugate strike-slip faults and synthetic faults inclined at a low
angle to the wrench zone, antithetic faults almost perpendicular to the wrench zone, and
the main wrench fault zone, which is nearly parallel to the wrench zone. En echelon
normal faults or tension joints generally form perpendicular to the fold axis. Right lateral
wrenches produce right-handed fold sets, while left-lateral wrenches produce left-handed
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STRAIN ELLIPSE
C = vector of compression
E = vector of extension
Modified after Harding 1985.
Figure 16. The Strain Ellipse Template. Source: Harding 1985.
fold sets. Zones containing en echelon folds are usually similar in shape and extent. There
may be several different combinations that will form in any given wrench zone, the
recognition of any one or combination will define the trend and displacement of the
wrench zone (Wilcox et al. 1973).
3.3 En Echelon Folds
En echelon folds occur early in wrench zones and form the largest closures related to
wrenching (Harding 1973). When displacement continues, the primary folds are broken
first by fractures and then by faults. Later stages of wrenching may cause folds to shatter
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with parts of the folds on either side of the wrench fault to be offset. Long periods of
movement could cause half-folds on one block to be completely removed away from an
area and cause the wrench fault to become closed updip (Wilcox et al. 1973).
3.4 Conjugate Strike-slip faults
The wrenching action will cause two sets of intersecting vertical fractures to form in
an orientation that is predictable along a wrench zone. Low angle fractures will form
between 10 and 30° with the wrench strike and high angle fractures will form between
70° and 90° to the wrench strike. Depending on the intensity of wrenching, either
conjugate joints or faults may occur (Wilcox et al. 1973).
The rock characteristics and deformation will determine the angle of intersection of the
two fracture sets. The angle of intersection is usually between 60° and 70° and is bisected
by the direction of maximum compression. If the displacement of these high angle
fracture sets are opposite of the wrench zone, then they are called antithetic strike-slip
faults.
Synthetic strike-slip faults or synthetic faults intersect the wrench strike at about 12°
and have the same type of displacement as the main wrench zone and the final wrench
fault. Both low and high angle conjugate fractures have been called Riedel Shears and
conjugate Riedel Shears (Tchalenko and Ambraseys 1970; Bolden 2001).
After the conjugate fractures have developed and deformation continues, the
combination of strike-slip faulting and plastic distortion will occur at the wrench site. The
acute angle between the two faults becomes larger, and they will rotate away from each
other. The extra obtuse angles decrease as the larger wedges bounded by them move
outward along the long ellipse axis and tracks the direction of extension or minimum
compression (Wilcox et al. 1973).
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The wrenching action will also produce regional rotational deformation that results
from regional simple shear that is set in opposite directions on separate and parallel lines
forming a couple. The deformation is normally limited to a linear wrench zone parallel
with the couple and the edges of the moving crustal block. A left-lateral wrench has an
external rotation that is counterclockwise and a right-lateral wrench has an external rota-
tion that is clockwise (Wilcox et al. 1973). Internal rotation due to wedging and external
rotation due to wrenching actually enhance synthetic and antithetic faults.
3.5 Wrench Faults
The main wrench fault forms in the last stage of the early phase of deformation. The
master wrench fault is created after a brief period of concurrent folding and conjugate
faulting that occurs in a narrow zone of deformation. The rock failure process will begin
at several points along the wrench zone. New fractures will form at some locations nearly
parallel to the strike of the wrench zone or at small angles to the synthetic faults, while
other locations will have synthetic faults that deviate into the incipient wrench-fault
trend. The main wrench fault eventually becomes a series of interconnected fractures.
Continued displacement causes slip to stop on other faults in the zone and the active fault
plane typically shifts from side to side of the wrench zone. The whole zone becomes a
complex system of distorted faulting resulting in a braided fault pattern typical of major
wrench zones (Wilcox et al. 1973). If the strike of the active fault changes then continued
deformation of the wall rocks will occur and the normally parallel wrench becomes a
convergent or divergent wrench locally. The range of the compressional or extensional
structures depends on the amount of change in fault strike and displacement along the
curved fault surface in the braided system (ibid).
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3.6 Tension Fractures
Tension joints or normal faults typically are oriented parallel to the short minimum axis
of the strain ellipse. They cross the en echelon fold at right angles and bisect the acute
angle between the conjugate shears. En echelon tension fractures can develop along a
wrench zone in early deformation stages, but as wrench displacement continues with
folds and conjugate faults, tension fractures will be destroyed. An example of en echelon
normal faults that are situated above a buried wrench zone is the Cottage Grove Fault
Zone located in southern Illinois in a linear trend northwest of the RCSFS. The amount of
wrench movement of the basement (divergent wrenching) blocks after sedimentation has
been just enough to fracture the overlying sedimentary rocks without causing significant
lateral offset. Two other types of wrenching occur in the Cottage Grove Zone. In the
western part of the zone, the northern block of the main east-west fault is downthrown
while the eastern part of the northern block is upthrown. This type of change in vertical
displacement along a strike zone is a characteristic of wrench formation (Wilcox et al.
1973). An interesting characteristic of this type of vertical displacement and associated
tension fractures includes the intrusion of mafic dikes and subsequent infilling of
secondary minerals, typically found at the Viburnum Trend (lead-zinc) in southeast
Missouri (Clendenin 1992).
3.7 Divergent and Convergent Wrenching
When opposite crustal blocks do not move parallel in typical transform movement, they
either converge or diverge establishing the necessary parameters for wrench formation.
This type of movement could be related to nonparallel displacements of crustal blocks on
a regional scale or due to local changes in strike in a parallel wrench zone. Typically,
both convergence and divergence can develop along a wrench zone. Convergent
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wrenching enhances conjugate folds and strike-slip faults while extreme convergence can
result in reverse faulting and thrusting (Wilcox et al. 1973).
3.8 Summary of Structural Features
The geologic causes of wrench faulting along the northern and southern zones of the
Rough Creek Graben may be related to the initial Precambrian rifting event known as the
Reelfoot Rift, which has defined the structural fabric in Western Kentucky. This chapter
has covered the modes of occurrence, morphology, mechanics, geophysical
characteristics, and related features of wrench faulting. These attributes will be compared
to structural features in southwestern Warren County, Kentucky, for an intensive
investigation to determine the exact nature of these phenomena.
4. METHODS
4.1 Geological Methods
Warren County has a long history of petroleum drilling and production with major
exploration dating from the 1920s (Smith and Palmer 1974). Many exploration
companies and 'wildcatters' have researched and drilled for oil and gas with good results,
mostly from shallow pools in the Warsaw and a sub unit of the New Albany Shale called
the "Corniferous" horizons (The KGS 2006). Well-log data have been documented,
compiled, and placed on the Kentucky Geological Survey's website as a free service.
Well-log data are available for downloading to anyone conducting research in Kentucky.
Seismic reflection data detailing a structural anomaly in southwestern Warren County
were obtained by West Bay Exploration Company in 1993 and donated to The
Department of Geography and Geology at Western Kentucky University in 2001. Review
of existing data sources such as structural maps of Warren County (figure 17) indicates
an anomaly interpreted as a structural fold has been known to exist in the southwest
section of the county from past construction of maps based on well-log and other data
sources.
4.2 Well-log Data
A total of 319 well logs were researched and downloaded for southwestern Warren,
northeastern Franklin, and northern Simpson counties. A partial list appears in table 2.
Each well-log was examined to determine the depth to specific horizons. The depth was
subtracted from the surface elevation to give the actual elevation relative to sea-level for
each horizon. Data obtained from the KGS for each well were placed in an Excel
spreadsheet. The principal horizon in this area is the upper Devonian Chattanooga shale
(New Albany Shale), which reveals itself as a prominent right 'kick' on well logs due
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Figure 17. Oil and Gas Structure map of Warren County, Kentucky. Source: Sutton 1973.
Table 2. Well-Log Data. Data Source: KGS 2006.
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to its resistivity, radioactivity, and low permeability as shown in figure 18. The final
depth for each horizon along with the coordinates for each well can then be plotted as an
event table with attribute data in ESRI ArcMap 9.1. Subsurface structural maps (Doveton
1986) are created by first performing ordinary kriging operations then development of
contour maps from the kriged product.
Two principal exploration wells drilled by West Bay Exploration Company based in
Traverse City, Michigan, reached the greatest depth in the subject area. Well permit
number 83322 was drilled near the center of the structure being investigated to a final
depth of 2303 feet and reached the Knox Dolomite at 2292 feet. The well reached the
Chattanooga Shale at 428 feet and is approximately 1500 feet south of the seismic line
WBE-G92-240 RD at seismic shot 290 (appendix 2). Well permit number 83321 reached
a total depth of 3000 feet and reached the Knox Dolomite at 2592 feet. The well reached
the Chattanooga Shale at 795 feet and is approximately 600 feet west of the seismic line
WBE-E35-6A at seismic shot 180 (appendix 2). Offset calculation of the two wells
indicates the Chattanooga Shale has an elevation difference of approximately 425 feet.
4.3 2D Seismic Data
The West Bay Exploration Company also conducted a seismic survey in southwestern
Warren County for exploration purposes in 1992. A total of thirteen seismic traverses
(figure 19) of various lengths were produced in the area around the town of Woodburn.
Most traverses were conducted along roads of the area while several short traverses were
conducted over open terrain.
Traverses averaged two seconds in two-way travel time from the surface down to the
Precambrian basement. The seismic lines were enhanced through a series of processes
Firv ^^."v:^
West Bay Exploration Co.
Elev.654'
Lat 36 51 33.152
Long -86 33 02.808
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Figure 19. Seismic Survey Traverses in Southwestern Warren County, KY. Source: West Bay Exploration Company 1993.
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designed to remove signal distortion caused by subsurface attributes and primary
reflection (Sheriff 1989; Sharma 1986). Deconvolution effectively minimizes distortion
noises producing a defined 2-D profile of the subsurface. Migration corrections
effectively reposition each reflecting event to its correct subsurface location producing a
display of the data that can be interpreted geologically (Sheriff ibid; Waters 1981). Even
with these corrections, other factors such as geophone variations and subsurface
discontinuities cause velocity distortion and time delays. Problems such as these are
addressed by applying surface-consistent static corrections, which create a significant
difference in the visual data. Once the static corrections have been applied the stacking
velocity values can be determined. The interaction of static corrections and normal move
out (NMO) measurements involve time shifts, both of which need to be good corrections
in order to produce reliable stacking velocity values (Sheriff ibid; Yilmaz 1987).
Obtaining reliable stacking data allows the computation of depth down to a particular
horizon using the equation in figure 20 given by Dobrin (1986).
Sina = VAT/2X




V = average velocity
Figure 20. Formula for Determining Depth from Seismic. Source: (Dobrin 1986).
Stacking velocity values and corresponding time data are then plotted on the paper
sections at seismic shot intervals depending on the length of the seismic section. Average
velocity values for each horizon are taken from a graph of time vs. velocity from each
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stacking point. The depth calculation and coordinates are then included in an Excel table
and used in the kriging process to produce a series of geophysical, structural, and
paleogeographic contour maps for analysis (Barrell 2000; Bishop 1967).
4.3.1 Previous Investigation
The results of West Bay Exploration Company's seismic investigation revealed a
series of 'pop-up' anomalies in the stratigraphic record along WBE-G92-240-RD
between shot points 170 and 400, a distance of approximately 2530 feet or 0.48 miles
(figure 21). The anomaly can be traced down to the Precambrian basement at 0.800 ms
on the profile. Analysis of the seismic section allowed the input of principal horizons and
fault-lines (figure 22).
Adjacent seismic lines such as Old Springfield Road and 31-W help to define the
structure on the south and east sides along with associated features. Preliminary
investigation of all three seismic lines indicate the structure is round to oval shaped and
generally striking northeast to southwest. The fault orientation and morphology of the
structure is similar to experimental analog structure models presented by McClay and
Bonora (2001). The seismic line 31-W clearly shows important congruent en echelon
folding between shot points 310 and 460 (figure 23). The development of en echelon
folds is the most important structure for trapping hydrocarbons in most wrench zones
(Wilcox et al. 1973). Seismic lines farther away from the structure also reveal faulting
patterns consistent with typical wrench-related faulting as detailed by Harding (1990).
Well-logs within the vicinity of each seismic line were first plotted and then correlated
to the closest seismic shot-point of each seismic line. A marker horizon was then chosen
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Figure 21. Seismic Profile within the Central Fault Zone, Warren County, KY. Source: West Bay Exploration Company 1993;
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Figure 22. Enhanced Seismic Profile Within the Central Fault Zone. Source: West Bay Exploration Company 1993;
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Figure 23. Seismic Profile along Highway 31-W, Warren County, KY. Source: West Bay Exploration Company 1993;
Hosking Geophysical Corporation 1993.
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tent horizon and many wells reached its depth, it was chosen as the primary marker bed
in the seismic sections. Secondary marker horizons were chosen based on the amount of
supporting correlating data detailed by well-logs. The Pencil Cave Bentonite and the
Knox Group were chosen as supporting marker horizons but with reduced accuracy. Data
for the Rome Formation located near the Precambrian basement were taken from seismic
data only.
Since the seismic data are only in paper form, mechanical measurements were
performed to determine the two-way time (McQuillin et al. 1979) down to the
Chattanooga Shale. Depths and two-way time were calculated from average velocity
values derived from stack data located in uniform intervals along each profile (Sheriff
and Geldart 1982). A graph of velocity vs. time from values given at each stacking point
was created (figure 24). Average velocity values for each horizon were then measured
and compared to numerical calculations at each horizon for accuracy. When the seismic
marker horizon depth corresponded with measured well depth, the selected horizon could
then be traced and marked along the seismic profile. The two-way time is then measured
using an engineer's ruler and recorded (table 3). Depth values at each stack point can then
be calculated using the formula given by Dobrin (1986).
Deeper horizons from well-log data could only be reliably correlated along the seismic
line WBE-G92-240-RD using West Bay Exploration Company well permit number
83322 (appendix 1). In order to evaluate deep-seated faulting and wrenching movement,
a deeper bounding horizon near the Rome Formation was measured along each profile.
Two-way time for the Rome averaged approximately 0.77 seconds while the average
depth was approximately 6339 feet. Subsurface maps could then be constructed using
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Aeromagnetic data were downloaded from the National Geophysical Data Center
NGDC (2005), website for all of North America. Values are labeled in nanoTesla (nT)
units, which represent either positive magnetic highs, or negative magnetic lows. Mag-
netic highs generally represent structural highs or uplifted sections of the stratigraphic
record, while magnetic lows generally represent structural lows in the stratigraphic
record.
4.5 Field Studies
The topographic surface of the wrench 'pop-up' is relatively flat and marshy in places
with very few rock exposures in the area. Strike measurements on fractures were taken,
however, at rock exposures along roads U.S. 31-W and Co. Rd. 1083. The clearly visible
fracture in figure 25 is striking N 30° E, parallels the major stress field in the area and
collaborates with other fracture orientations from surrounding outcrops.
Other outcrops in the area may lead to the discovery of wrench-related structures such
as anticlinal folding seen in figure 26. This structure is located at the near the
amphitheater at Three Springs Park in central Warren County and could be interpreted as
en-echelon drag folding. Drag folding is a result of secondary transform movement
especially when obliquely moving blocks results in wrenching. The related wrench
structure in the vicinity was plotted on an enhanced RADAR image before the discovery
and correlates with the drag fold. It is located just south of the center of Warren County
and north of the junction between the Natcher Parkway and 1-65.
4.6 Map Processing
Data obtained from well logs (appendix 1) were processed using the software
packages ESRI ArcMap 9.1 and Surfer 8. Shapefiles with accompanying attribute tables
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North 30" East
Figure 25. Fracture located on 1083 Road, Warren County, Kentucky. Source: Islas 2006.
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Figure 26. Interpreted Drag Folding, Warren County, Kentucky.
View is due North from the South. Source: Islas 2006.
were created for the available data in order to produce subsurface maps of the area under
exploration. The ordinary kriging process using Surfer 8 produced surface maps of the
Warsaw Formation, Chattanooga Shale, and an assorted sub-shale series of units called
the "Corniferous" Formation. All of the surface profiles indicate a primary wrench-fault
or pop-up (figure 27). A combination of surface and structural contour map was then
created for the Chattanooga Shale using ESRI 3-D Analysis (figure 28).
Data obtained from 2-D seismic profiles were also processed using ESRI ArcMap 9.1
and Surfer 8. Shapefiles and attribute tables were created, for seismic time, final depth,
Surface Profile of Horizons Based on Well-Log Data
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Figure 27. Surface Profile of Horizons Based on Well-Log Data. Data Source: KGS 2006; Surfer 2006.
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Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale
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Figure 28. Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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Figure 29. Surface Profile of Horizons Based on Seismic Data. Data Source: Surfer 8 2006; KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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and average velocity for the Chattanooga Shale, Pencil Cave Bentonite, Knox Group, and
the Rome Formation. The kriging analysis resulted in surface profiles that corroborated
the well-log analysis (figure 29).
Structural contour and surface maps based on depth, time and velocity were created
for an intensive analysis using ESRI 3-D Analysis (figures 30-32). The surface and
contour images were overlain on hillshade surface maps for a 3-D effect. Hillshade
surface maps are essentially raster images of raster images that use the effect of azimuth
and altitude illumination to enhance surface features by shading effects. Creating a hill-
shade surface map based on seismic depth of the Chattanooga Shale resulted in a highly
detailed image that collaborates with parameters established by previously mentioned
authors (figure 33). The data obtained from the seismic profiles were further processed to
produce triangulated irregular surface (TIN) maps. The TIN maps are another method of
presenting 3-D in order to detail the true aspects of the subsurface to the viewer (figure
34).
4.7 SRTM Imaging
Shuttle Radar Tomography Mission (SRTM) images were obtained from the USGS
Seamless Data Distribution Center (2005). The images cover areas from Warren County
into areas of Butler, Edmonson, Logan, and Simpson counties (figure 35). The images
were then rectified in ESRI 3-D Analyst by creating a series of color hillshades with
differing azimuth directions of lighting (figure 36). This process allows the enhancement
of surface features by the shading effect, which can then be mapped in Arc View. Surface
features in this study area may have a correlation with local and regional stress fields
originating from deep-seated processes.
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Figure 30. Structural Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI2006.
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Figure 31. Time Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.




Figure 32. Velocity Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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Figure 33. Hillshade Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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Figure 34. Triangulated Irregular Surface Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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A series of hillshade maps with differing azmuthal lighting directions will highlight
different strike trends and lineaments that have resulted from the reactivation of different
tectonic movements beginning in the Precambrian. Surface fracture lineaments and
structures have been demonstrated often to be expressions of deep seated faulting and
related structures (Lattman and Matzke 1961; Lattman 1958; Blanchet 1957). Geological
lineaments are any linear features that can be picked out as lines in aerial or space
imagery. They are usually faults, joints, or boundaries between stratigraphic formations.
Previous investigations involving remote sensing techniques (Lengyel and Fairs 1985;
Riley et al. 1999) and in Kentucky (Anderson 1991) were used to determine the
relationship between surface linear trends, mineralization and petroleum accumulation
with a high degree of accuracy.
Determining the orientation of stress fields may help to explain surface trends such as
regional and local river valley development, or cave and karst development. This process
can also be used to determine the presence of other wrench structures and mapping
previously unknown fault systems in many areas of the world except in regions with large
amounts of overburden such as alluvium or glacial till.
SHUTTLE RADAR TOMOGRAPHY IMAGE
Figure 35. Shuttle RADAR Tomography Image, Warren County, Kentucky. Source: USGS 2005; ESRI 2006.
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Figure 36. Color Hillshade of an SRTM RADAR Image in Warren County, Kentucky. Source: USGS 2005; ESRI 2006.
5. RESULTS
5.1 Seismic Map Analysis
Data from the seismic lines included stack depth, stack time, and stack velocity, which
were used to create subsurface maps of the area (see figures 30-32). The stack depth data
included the coordinates and calculated depth down to the Chattanooga Shale, Pencil
Cave Bentonite, Knox Group, and the Rome Sand. The 10-foot structural contour interval
map for each layer indicates a structural wrench pop-up in the area west of Woodburn
with conjugate strike-slip faulting west and south of the structure and en echelon folding
north of the structure. The central uplift attains a height of 180 feet ranging from an
elevation of 40 feet above sea level and gradually tapering off west of the structure to an
elevation of -140 feet below sea level. The northern, western, and southern flanks taper
off at a steeper rate. The contour lines indicate that the stratigraphy dips to the northwest
and is possibly related to the RRCG down warping episodes with respect to the ECRB.
Faulting is also indicated east of the structure striking northeast to southwest, which is
possibly an expansion of the known fault zone listed on the southern section of Warren
County and northern Simpson County (see figure 45). To the east of this fault zone,
structural contours indicate an anticline striking north to south and parallel to the fault
zone. It is approximately three miles long by one mile in width. Supporting well-log data
are sporadic in this area, but seismic analysis confirms the structure's presence as well as
bright spots (areas with a loss of signal) possibly indicating the existence of petroleum.
The seismic time contour map of the Chattanooga Shale (see figure 31) indicates
similar trends as the depth map. The time interval is displayed with the contour interval
of 0.010 of a second and the highest point in the structure is 0.060 seconds. The average
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velocity contour map (see figure 32) also correlates with the depth, time, and to some
degree, the well-log map. The velocity contour interval is 100 fps and the highest velocity
in the structure is two minor high points being 14200 fps.
5.2 Well-log Map Analysis
Data from well-log surveys are sporadic in and around the study area due to the nature
of drilling activity extending over 75 years. There were available data for three principal
horizons: The Warsaw Formation, the Chattanooga Shale and the 'Corniferous'. Horizon
subsurface maps were constructed for each layer and displayed in sequence (see figure
27). All horizons indicated an anomaly extending from the basement to the surface and
collaborate with the subsurface images produced from seismic data in (see figure 29).
The well-log data, although sporadic, provide concrete evidence of an existing structure
west of Woodburn, Kentucky. This type of surface analysis by ordinary kriging does,
however, produce maps with anomalies centered on the data points and may not represent
an exact image of the structure's parameters. In this case, enough information is
displayed to provide further analysis and collaboration.
By placing the strain ellipse model over the structural contour map (figure 37) and
aligning the axis of principal strain with the strike of the transform movement, most of
the associated features of wrench faulting can be determined through an intensive
analysis. Characteristic en echelon folding can be detected due north of the structure with
prominent conjugate faulting northwest to southeast of the structure and the prominent
northeast to southwest fault trend.
There are some indications of Reidel shears situated at right angles to the master fault
with a west to east strike and entering the fringes of the structure but not extending
through the structure. Faulting on the north side of the structure may be reverse or thrust
Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale
Structural Contour Map Based on Well-Log Depth Calculations
Source ESRI. KGS Datum Sea-Level J Islas 2006
Figure 37. Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
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faults created by the wrenching movement. The lack of well-log data on the southside of
the structure allowed the kriging process to depict it as a circular feature, which differs
from the seismic kriging analysis of a northwest to southeast ellipse with two distinct
highs (see figure 31). Even though the well-log data are sporadic, they are solid data and
represent a more accurate image of the structure at depth. All datasets do indicate the
dextral right slip orientation of movement with maximum horizontal compression in the
northeast-southwest direction.
The seismic line WBE-G91-31W (figure 38) extends from the northeast to southwest
and traverses on the eastern side of the wrench structure. Indications of en echelon folds
formed from the dragging effect of right lateral transform movement correlate with the
indicated surface features in figure 37.
5.3 Aeromagnetic and SRTM Image Analysis
The aeromagnetic values for Warren and the immediate counties of the area were
located and placed on a county map with ArcMap 9.1. The magnetic isopach contour
lines indicate a positive anomaly in southwestern Warren County (figure 39). The
magnetic high of 472x106 nT correlates with well log, seismic and SRTM database
images. Other positive anomalies exist in a linear trend in Edmonson County to the
northeast and Logan County to the southwest. Aeromagnetic highs also exist to the
southeast in Allen County extending into Tennessee as a linear trend paralleling the
Warren County trend.
The SRTM images after enhancement indicate the structural wrench represented as a
topographic high on surface maps located in the southwest corner of Warren County. The
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Figure 38. Seismic Line WBE-G91-31W, Warren County, Kentucky. Source: West Bay Exploration Inc. 1993;
Hosking Geophysical Corp. 1993.
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Figure 39. Aeromagnetic Contour Map of Warren County, Kentucky. Data Source: NGDC 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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ped and used to determine features previously unnoticed (see figure 36). Viewing the hill-
shades in ArcScene from different azimuth directions in 3-D allows an enhanced analysis
with startling results (figure 40). Changing the color of the hillshades and reorientating
the view allow an even greater enhancement of the lineaments (figure 41). The
lineaments determined from analysis along with other possible structures were placed in a
shaded relief map of Warren County (figure 42). The northeast to southwest surface
lineaments represent the principal transform movement and accompanying stress field,
creating the necessary conditions for multiple wrenching in a trend (figure 43). Analysis
of the primary structures attributes, led to the discovery of other possible structures in
Warren County warranting further investigation.
The known faults listed by the Kentucky Geological Survey were placed on the hill-
shade map for reference (figure 44) and compared to the mapped northeast to southwest
lineaments in figure 45. The correlation between the known faults and the mapped NE-
SW surface lineaments is unmistakable in this image. The known oil and gas wells in
Warren County (figure 46) were then placed on the hillshade map to analyze the
frequency of occurrence in relation to this orientation. Hillshade maps with differing
azimuth and altitude were created to investigate all surface lineament orientations. The
lineament orientations (figures 47-48) were then placed on the basemap. All fracture
orientations were then placed on the hillshade basemap for lineament comparisons (figure
49). These orientations indicate the regional movement from reactivations over geologic
time and can be explained by further analysis using the stress diagrams discussed earlier.
The surface lineament interpretation indicates the region was influenced by at least two
major stress episodes resulting in a primary shear having four directions with the
dominant and most recent direction of movement from the northeast to southwest. The
Lineament Trend Northeast to Southwest
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Figure 40. Lineament Trend Northeast to Southwest. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006.
[Lineament Trend Northwest to Southeast
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Figure 41. Lineament Trend Northwest to Southeast. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI2006.
SHADED RELIEF MAP OF SRTM IMAGE
Figure 42. Shaded Relief Map of SRTM Image. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
FRACTURE ORIENTATION NORTHEAST TO SOUTHWEST
Figure 43. Fracture Orientation Northeast to Southwest. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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REGIONAL FAULTS LISTED BY THE KGS
Figure 44. Regional Faults Listed by the Kentucky Geological Survey. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
COMPARISON OF REGIONAL FAULTS
AND FRACTURE INTERPRETATION
Figure 45. Comparison of Regional Faults and Fracture Interpretation. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
COMPARISON OF REGIONAL FAULTS
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Figure 47. Fracture Orientation Northwest to Southeast. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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FRACTURE ORIENTATION NORTH TO SOUTH
Figure 48. Fracture Orientation North to South. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
Figure 49. Relative Fracture Orientations in Warren County. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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final map is a geologic base-map with the lineaments in place (figure 50) and can be used
for further analysis such as erosional trends associated with cave and karst features in the
area. Field studies have located and correlated some of the surface lineaments (see figure
25) where outcrops were available for analysis.
The final analysis was performed on the principal northeast-southwest stress field due
to its relation with the known faults listed by the Kentucky Geological Survey (figure
51). The primary contact between the slip surfaces greater than ten feet apart represents
an important deformation mechanism that is aided by the surface lineament-mapping
project. The slip surface is a high tangential stress area where ellipse formation occurs
with sub-parallel deformation bands (figure 52). The fault core also forms lozenge-
shaped pods or terraced sidewall fault zones that could also be described as either the be-
ginning of a pull-apart basin due to the shearing effect or the result of compression and
restraining bends. Slip surfaces can bifurcate and link at all angles forming synthetic and
anti-synthetic deformation band clusters that can best be described as the interaction and
propagation of two slip surfaces towards each other and into the fault core. Moving away
from the high stress area north includes zones of short discontinuous slip surfaces,
wrenching action and then into a low-tangential stress area with less ellipse deformation.
The principal wrench zone consists of segmented circular reverse faults surrounding
the structure and normal faults nearly perpendicular to the long axis of strike-slip
movement from NE to SW. The southern portion of the wrench structure has an ellipse of
sub-parallel deformation bands due to the high tangential stress of slip surfaces. The
presence of faults within the structure suggests that updoming occurred simultaneously
with SW-NE right dextral wrenching throughout the primary and later reactivation
episodes of continental transform movement. The relative structural growth may have
GEOLOGIC NKP OF WARREN COUNTY ^ V / /
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Figure 50. Geologic Map of Warren County with Fracture Interpretation. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
FAULT CORE GEOMETRY IN THE WRENCH ZONE
Figure 51. Fault Core Geometry in the Wrench Zone. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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Figure 52. Analysis of Fault Core Geometry in the Wrench Zone. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006.
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initially started in the Cambrian but had the greatest amount of growth from reactivation
episodes starting post Pennsylvanian and possibly continuing syndepostional to more
recent geologic time, which is difficult to determine due to erosion of later Mesozoic
rocks.
Aligning and expanding the Compressional Model from figure 15 over the primary
direction of strike in the fault zone allows the estimation of second-order shears resulting
from a combination of second-order strain directions (figure 53). In this scenario, a first
order right lateral wrench has developed as a result of the second order shear CD at angle
P followed by a smaller wrench approximately 1.0 mile to the NNE. The predicted
associated second order drag folds at angle y to the main shear zone have been illustrated
as occurring north and northeast of the main structure. These formations follow the model
as predicted by Moody and Hill (1956) with some fluctuations of the angle y at 15° and
warrant further analysis. Second order right and left-lateral wrenching is evident 2.0
miles northwest and 2.5 miles west of the primary structure. The result of these tangential
stress regimes is the occurrence of curvatures in the host rocks, especially in the Ste.
Genevieve Limestone that is evident on the surface. The density of limestone at 2.86
gm/cm3 helps to facilitate the formation of these circular reverse fault features that are
easily detected from SRTM imagery, especially when they are exposed at the surface
beneath overlying clastic sediments by the erosion process.
In the complementary mirrored section east of the primary wrench zone there is
evidence of the formation of an anticline perpendicular to the direction CD and can be
correlated with figures 30-32. The compressional model provides a good expression of
structure formation in the primary stress zone and adjustments can be accommodated to
consider the influence of post stress reorientation in adjacent blocks or blocks located
FAULT CORE GEOMETRY IN THE WRENCH ZONE
Shuttle RADAR Tomography Image
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Figure 53. Analysis of Fault Core Using Compression Model. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; Moody and Hill 1956.
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between two parallel faults. Further analysis would facilitate the discovery of second and
third-order shear directions with drag folds in the primary fault core zone.
The strain-ellipse template also describes the prediction of wrench faulting and related
structures (figure 54). The ellipse depicts the strain direction in the primary wrench zone
and shows the longer ellipse axis parallel with the axis of the primary fold axis just north
of the structure. The formation of secondary synthetic faults forming at 15° to the master
fault can be seen in the NE-SW stress field. The formation of antithetic faults is predicted
to form at nearly 90° to the master fault and only minor evidence for these structures exist
from surface analysis. The antithetic faults can also be described as Riedel Shears that
form in this orientation but rarely completely transmit across wrench structures. The
presence of reverse normal faults is predicted to form in orientations peripheral to the
structure of the ellipse and can be seen in the form of segmented circular sections in the
NE-SW stress field.
The repetition of wrenching patterns in the primary stress zone allows the recognition
and analysis of associated structures in other wrench zones easier, especially when using
these methods of detection. The variation of non-uniform stratigraphy and post-stress
reorientation between crustal blocks makes each wrench formation somewhat different in
each scenario. The obliquely convergent transform movement of the RRCG in relation to
the ECRB has caused a different set of parameters for intra-continental rift margins
compared to traditional continental rift margins. Principally these differences are
primarily changes in the angle of tangential stress orientations, causing a shift in the
placement of the associated structures with respect to the principal wrench placement.
FAULT CORE GEOMETRY IN THE WRENCH ZONE
Figure 54. Analysis of Fault Core Using Strain Ellipse. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRI 2006; KGS 2006; Harding 1985.
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5.4 New Wrench Structure Discovery
Further research using well-log data has revealed another wrench structure located
approximately 9 miles northwest of the primary research area (figure 55). The area is
located between the Barren River and Drakes Creek in eastern Warren County. It is
partially obscured by alluvium and doline development but after intensive scrutiny of the
SRTM image, the circular features of wrenching become evident.
The structure (figure 56) is similar in circumference to the primary wrench in the study
area but less circumferentially structured. More oil and gas wells have been drilled in this
area providing extra data for modeling in 3-D Analyst. The map result represents more
detail in the morphological appearance compared to the structure in the primary research
area. The wider expanse of the structure could indicate transform movement in this area
occurred in more of a parallel movement and less oblique. The wrench is in alignment
with the NE-SW stress field and further regional analysis could reveal associated
structures within this stress field. An intensive investigation using the strain models
(figures 53-54) could predict the occurrence of economic (oil and gas) structures such as
anticlinal folds peripheral to the structure. The use of well-log data provides solid
evidence of wrenching activity in this area and can be collaborated with the other
scientific methods used in this study. The final map (figure 57) incorporates the new
wrench with the primary wrench to depict their trend in the stress field.
SRTM IMAGE OF SOUTH CENTRAL WARREN COUNTY
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Figure 55. SRTM of South Central Warren County. Data Source: USGS 2006; ESRl 2006.
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Figure 56. Wrench Faulting Northeast of Research Area. Data Source: KGS 2006: ESRI 2006.
Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale
Figure 57. Structure Contour Map of the Chattanooga Shale. Data Source: KGS 2006: ESRI 2006.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Geology
Typically, wrench faults are defined as high angle faults with displacements that are
mainly horizontal (Anderson 1951). The geometry of the fault zone will have a distinct
structural style with straight map traces, internal fault slices, and an en echelon map
pattern of flanking coeval structures (Harding 1990).
A thorough and credible identification requires the combination of profile and map
criteria (Harding 1990):
1) Narrow, long, straight, and through going solitary master fault or zone of
deformation.
2) Steep to moderate dip of the master fault at depth.
3) Offset of the top of the basement.
4) Changes in the relative up-thrown side, separation sense, and/or fault dip direction
at depth or along the strike of the master fault.
5) Narrow fault slices within the master fault zone that steepens and joins at depth.
6) Different separation sense and orientation of the relative up thrown side at the
fault slices.
7) Coeval en echelon flanking structures.
The seismic line WBE-240-RD (figure 22) traverses directly through the wrench
structure and reveals a zone of deformation with a solitary master fault. The master fault
divides the zone of faults and becomes steeper with depth, extending into the basement
rocks. The seismic profile even after being elongated from repeated deconvolution does
indicate offset of the top of the basement rocks.
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The wrench structure itself reveals changes in the relative up-thrown side and dips two
degrees to the southeast, which demonstrates a change in dip of the upthrown side and
separation sense. The narrow fault slices of the primary wrench structures within the
master fault zone change from shallow dip on the flanks of each structure to nearly
vertical dip at depth when they merge into each respective master fault. In this seismic
line (figure 22) 'A' represents the horizontal block moving upward and away from the
viewer while 'T' represents the relative stationary horizontal block moving toward the
viewer.
Seismic lines WBE-G91-31W, WBE-G92-31W-D1, and WBE-G92-OW Springfield-RD
reveal coeval en-echelon flanking structures depicted as en-echelon folds and fractures
adjacent to the wrench zone (appendix HI). When the fold axis strike of the ellipsoid is
aligned with the strike axis of the en echelon fold axis then the strike of the predicted
associated fault zone can be determined (figure 54). In this study the strike also has been
determined from well-log and seismic analysis, which correlates with the predicted strike.
The seismic lines WBE-G92-1083-RD, WBE-G92-884-RD, and WBE-G92-242-RD
reveal faults and fracture traces that correlate with surface lineaments represented by the
SRTM images in figures 49 and 50.
The two seismic lines WBE-G92-1083-RD and WBE-G92-242-RD also indicate
fracture traces aligned parallel and striking northeast to southwest. These fracture traces
collaborate with other data analysis that indicates a stress field culminating in the main
master fault and wrench structure appendix III. Most of the en echelon faults and fracture
traces represented in the seismic lines can be correlated to the faults and fractures
depicted in the stack depth, velocity, time, well-log contour maps and SRTM images.
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6.2 Chance Morphological Feature
There are similar structural features and styles that can cause ambivalence as to
whether or not well-developed wrench faulting occurs an area (Harding 1990). These
include:
1) Displacements of the master fault that do not offset the top of the basement, faults
can travel to and detach within the basement.
2) The master fault or structure in question is not laterally extensive.
3) The fault is a component of a set of numerous and similar appearing structures.
Map characteristics that can refute the structural interpretation include:
1) The fault is a secondary component of a larger structure and has a short trace.
2) The fault has a zigzag trace and is part of a grid-like pattern formed by short faults
with folds having different orientations.
3) The fault has a trace that is curving and parallels similar faults in a tight belt of
salients and reentrants.
Seismic line WBE-240-RD that traverses the center of the structure clearly shows the
master fault traveling down to the basement between seismic shots 170 and 410. The top
of the basement is offset between seismic shot points 200 and 360. The offset is laterally
displaced from the master fault on the profile possibly due to migration within the
seismic section. The master fault can be traced laterally through the seismic sections,
which is parallel to the fracture trace stress field to the northeast of the structure. There
are no closely spaced and similar appearing faults comparable to the master fault.
However, there are some similar appearing wrench-like structures and a confirmed
structure in line with the main structure in a trend northeast to southwest.
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The fault structure is not a secondary component of a larger structure and has been
traced in a northeasterly direction by the author. The fault trace does not have a zigzag
pattern or is part of a grid like pattern but has significant linear patterns detected from
SRTM imagery. The en echelon folds in the research area appear to have a similar strike
orientation of north to south.
6.3 Other Causes
Convergent or divergent wrench zones can be confused by basement thrust, reverse, or
normal faults that are composed by a single fault. The basement will be offset and there
is either normal or reverse profile separation (Harding 1990). Reverse faults can mimic
wrench fault characteristics, which can lead to false characterizations (Harding 1985).
Inverted faults are characterized by the presence of a structural low or high overlying a
deeper low or high. The fractures can be descended from the geometry of an earlier
deformation instead of a strike-slip deformation (ibid). Inverted structures can have
solitary, irregular, or diffuse distributions, which is different from inversions along a
linear throughgoing wrench fault (Pegrum 1984; Ziegler 1987).
The identification of positive flower structures can be mistaken by narrow contractional
horsts, reverse step faults and highly faulted anticlines (Harding 1985; 1990). An
intensive and extensive investigation of wrench faulting should include these points:
1) Strike-slip fault interpretations should show evidence of horizontal displacement.
2) Strike-slip faulting is a 3-D problem and should be analyzed in 3-D.
3) 2-D seismic profiles can only provide suggestions of strike-slip faulting.
4) The construction of good maps of the faults is the first step in providing evidence
for horizontal displacement.
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5) These maps should show evidence of curved, or bent fault surfaces. Strike-slip
displacements at the bends will create restraining and releasing bends.
6) The presence of restraining and releasing bends provides direct evidence of strike-
slip faulting.
7) Restraining and releasing bends may not record the total amount of strike-slip
displacement.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study is to investigate and characterize an important subsurface
structural anomaly in southwestern Warren County, Kentucky, that previously remained
unresearched by the scientific community. The importance is two-fold in nature: one
scientific, and the other economic. From a scientific standpoint this study has revealed
new structures derived from a stress field that has never been mapped in Warren County.
This stress field could be an extension of the unnamed fault zone south of the Pennyrile
fault zone or have resulted from late Proterozoic and later reactivated wrench faults,
related to the western margin of the East Continent Rift Basin. A review of the Rough
Creek Graben and East Continent Rift Basin indicates this area is possibly a suture zone
where both events are interacting at oblique angles, resulting in structural anomalies from
imtial and post formation transform movement. Data gathered and analyzed in this study
mainly support wrench models proposed by Harding (1985, 1990) and Moody and Hill
(1956), as well as others.
Techniques used in this study with complete entry of data and GIS analysis is a
pinnacle new look and could aid in the prediction of previously undetected structures in
other intra-plate regions around the world. From an economic standpoint, the
investigative techniques have provided insight into the potential and trapping of
petroleum, which could lead to new discoveries in other areas of Kentucky. Deep-seated
structures such as wrench faults originating in the Precambrian with subsequent
reactivations quite possibly could have acted as nucleation sites for bioherm and reef
formation. Reef formation in this area was prolific during the Silurian Period with
continued compilation resulting in Wasortian mounds that could have a distinct
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geomorphic signature visible on the Earth's surface. These highly porous and permeable
structures act as excellent reservoirs for oil, and gas and a correlation may be possible
using these techniques.
The surface lineament and fracture study alone could aid in detecting, mapping, and
predicting doline development for pre-site construction surveys in karst prone areas. A
detailed field study of lineament and fracture analysis complete with stereonet analysis
and detailed mapping would provide further evidence in support of this study. Further
intensive detailed mapping using gravity and aeromagnetics would also support
identification of the structural anomalies outlined in this paper and facilitate the
demarcation of new structures. Continued collaboration with geologists in the field could
have facilitated the techniques and scientific line of thought concerning the intra-plate
structural anomalies in this region.
The advent of new technologies such as online data sources, computer programs,
kriged mapping techniques, RADAR and the higher resolution LIDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) imaging allows a new approach to the traditional process of surface and
subsurface investigations by previous geological scholars. These techniques are not
meant to supersede traditional investigation techniques, but only to augment these
methods in order to facilitate the scientific method. Future scholars in geology are
encouraged to use, refine, and augment these methods with updated technologies, in
order to discover and define the best possible structural models, thus advancing the
science forward.
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APPENDIX I.
DEPTH CALCULATIONS DERIVED FROM WELL-LOGS
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